Independent intelligence on fund director issues

BEPS means much more
director activity
By the end of the year we should find out how much BEPS Action Plan 7
could affect the structure of the offshore fund director business. The OECD
has said that it will be clarify details on the rules of Permanent Establishment
before 2017.
What is referred to in BEPS Action Plan 7 as Permanent Establishment is very
likely to be an enormous issue for alternative asset managers – both those
whose funds are domiciled in offshore and EU jurisdictions like Luxembourg
and Ireland.
Speaking at IFI Global’s seminar at the end of September, BEPS specialist
Daniel Lewin, a Partner with Kaye Scholer, said that under Permanent
Establishment if an asset manager enters into contracts without material
modification by the directors of its fund it will have fallen foul of BEPS. And if
it does breach Permanent Establishment rules in BEPS Action Plan 7 the fund
will be deemed to be an onshore entity, and its profits will be taxed as such.


Continued on page 10 >>

The implications of fee
compression
Director fee reductions means poorer fund governance oversight, said speakers
at The NED’s recent New York event. At this discussion, with US managers
and board influencers, it was agreed that there has been a great deal of fee
compression in Cayman over the last few years.
One of the questions that was raised was whether fees might now even
have gone so low as to affect governance oversight standards. Might fee
compression have gone so far as to influence the number of hours nonexecutive directors are prepared to devote to a fund?
“Can you pay a director $5,000 or even $10,000 and expect that they will really
kick the tyres?” said Ron Geffner, a Partner at the New York law firm Sadis &
Goldberg, who was speaking at The NED’s New York seminar.
He thinks that there will be yet more fee compression. That is because
managers are not performing well in these current market conditions; by
necessity they have become extremely cost conscious, he suggested. On
top of which there are less launches and when they do occur they tend to be
Continued on page 12 >>
smaller than they were a few years ago.
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